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review

Heavy Eyes
Canadian experimental filmmaker and writer Mike Hoolboom on
Siegfried A. Fruhaufs Heavy Eyes from Fascinations selection
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Heavy Eyes (Schwere Augen, Siegfried Alexander Fruhauf, Z017)
The pictures ln Siegfried A. Fruhauf 's i{q.qyq.F"y-g§"(10 minules, 2017) have been atready
seen, and even bear the marks of this looking - like pre-wäshed jeans. They belong to the
growing genre offound/stolen footage movles and superculs, ln which pictures are
boosted from their original sources and repurposed. Do we need to make ncw pic.tures,
when so many already exist, clamouring for our attention? Our piclure mountains may be
shredding the project of attention ltself, as they become loo available, creaflng new forms
of lnvisibility. Not the traditional invisibility of repression and silence, but the new invlsibility
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of transparency and abundance.

The artist is drawr here lö whlte men and women who are beautifully lit, the soff light
producing etemal face monuments. Tho faces are so iconlc that the director can,t help but
retum to them himself. After finishing a well-travelled version of the movie in 2011 , he has
come back, like a thief to the scene of tho crime. Ho has recut his own film, producing a
denser, more satisfying cut-up.
The faces that are at the heart of the movie don't olfer themselves immediately to the
viewer. lnstead they appeär ln a palimpsest of emulsion and digital processing. These
silvery picluros are shattered and multiplied. No sooner does a face appear than it
doubles, then doubles again, as lf there was no way to malntain a single identity any

longer
As Lacan reminds us: love means giving something you don't have to someone who
doesn't want it. Here the look, which is also the emblem of desire, fractures the subject.
And the look moves in two directions - il strikes out at its sub.lect, tuming the other into
object, prey, utopian hope, escape route, säviour and villain. tsut il also tums
bacUinwards, and breaks apart the one who is desiring. Who am I now that I love you? I'm
producing a new version of you, through my deslre of you. I'm producing a new version of
myself, bywanting you so much. Love is like found footage, endlessly recycling and
remapping, producing multiple vanlages and selves.
Desire is cänied on two shoulders ln this movie. The first is analog film and the second is
digital video. Analog film returns us to the body, the direct impression of lighl falling on a
body and then onto sllver. Emulsion is aliv€, a vibrant chemical dream that continues to
shift across tlme. lt bears the märks of time, like any body. So much of whal used to be
called experimental lilm offers its viewers a retum to the body of the pre-verbal infant. lt is
a haptic cinema of touch, an infantile encounter of overwhelming sensations, colours,
surfaces and textures. These forms of cinema

- canied on most nolably by Stan
Brakhage, though many came before and after the maestro - invite the viewer to re-enler
the bodies lhey used to have, lo sunender to the play of the senses, and lo reawaken to
the worid in a new way

-

which is ironically the old way.

Digilal cinema offers lhe possibility of an endless tinkering and reworking ofthe original
image. ln Heavy §yes, the artist takes the faces, struggling to see and to be seen, and
creates coples. This is the comerstone of digital consciousness: the endless proliferation
of copies wtlich cannot be told apart from the original. As the copies become the original,
even the notion of a single, original setf (which the analog projecl is bent on restoring), is
called into questlon, left in ruins.
The artist's refleclion on desire and looking is canied bytwotraditions, though he leaves it
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up to the viewer 10 wander between them and marvel at the surface of broken mirrors, the
silvery beauty of cracked emulsion, the avatars which invite us to join eäch of these faces
on their reslless pilgrimage to the heart of our own longings.

Mike Hoolboom
Mike Hoolboom (1959) is a leäding figure of
Canadian experimental filmmaking- He worked for
the distribution company CFMDC and as the
artistic director of the lmages feslival. He is the
author of a novel and a number of books on
experimental cinematography. ln his personal and
essay films, he works primarily with 'slolen
footage". His films appear regularly at the Ji.hläva
IDFF - in 2003 a retrospeclive of his work was
held. He has publlshed more than one hundred
arlicles on fringe media which have appeared in
magazines and catalogues around the world.
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